OLC Accelerate International Conference – Disney Swan & Dolphin Resort – Nov. 17, 2016
Tobin, “The 45-Minute Online Copyright Crash Course (Lawyer Figure Sold Separately)”
Participant Evaluation Results
Attendance: 87
1. This session’s information will be useful to me in my job.
2. The description matched what I experienced in the session.

Respondents: 55

3. The facilitator demonstrated good presentation skills.
4. Over all, this was a good session.
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Open-ended feedback:
























Amazing as always (AAA+).
Best session ever (that I’ve seen this year).
Creative, engaging, smart, funny, savvy presentation.
Thank you!
Dynamic & informative, memorable.
Engaging session. Wanted to go deeper with the talk.
Curious about remix, altering original material.
Excellent job. Great info. I think that you took a scary &
boring content & made it fun to learn.
Excellent presentation! Thank you for the helpful
information!
Excellent. Hit all key points clearly & simply.
Fantastic & easy to comprehend.
Good content, well presented! You are so engaging!
Good session that is informative. Provide next time for
retired employees’ work.
Great job!
Great presentation & very useful information.
Great presentation! Still would have loved more info!
Great presentation.
Great presentation. Would like to know more about
copyright and accessibility.
Great presenter.
Great session—helpful information and entertaining!
Thank you! ☺ -- Nancy Swenson
Very fun.
Very informative / engaging.
Very practical and easy to apply. Will be simple to share
with my department.
Very practical. Great ‘stache!
Very well done! Entertaining & informative!





















Great!
Great!
Helpful summary, easily digested.
Helpful, but need more time. ☺
It’s not as complicated as I keep wanting to make it!
Love the quizzes and interactivity. Also like the PANE
formula.
Loved it: engaging & informational.
Loved your engaging style & energy! Fun &
informative—well done & TY! Learned a great deal.
Nice way to simplify the key points and ease the PANE.
No copy --> no copyright!! Cool. ☺
Practical and clear. Thank you for talking points.
Thank you for simplifying what appeared to be
daunting.
This is the second presentation I have attended with Mr.
Tobin. I’m again impressed by the engagement and
content of his presentation.
This presentation was a “PANE.” P practical, A
applicable, N needed, E engaging. Thanks! Ken Pecka
Tom’s energy is amazing! Asking quiz questions and
giving real-life scenarios is really helpful in getting the
knowledge to stick.
Very engaging for a heavy topic.
Very engaging presentation. Very good examples.
What a great presentation. You made my day with the
great humor (and the Star Wars!) Check
#OLC2016copyright!
You were awesome—very impressive. You should have
been a keynote speaker.

